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FOREWORD

Ian Entwisle
CEO
EMEA Global Workplace Solutions

CBRE’s aim is to make sure the Fit-Out Cost
Guide is the first thing you reach for when
you’re asked the inevitable question ‘How
much would it cost to…?’

The 2015 edition attracted a huge amount of
interest from the industry, and we’ve received
much positive feedback which we’ve worked
hard to incorporate.

This year we have expanded our coverage with 
a further eight locations, most of these across 
Africa, a growth market for many of our clients. 
This takes our total to 64 EMEA cities as well 
as including global hubs such as Hong Kong, 
New York City and Mexico City. These global 
hubs will make it much easier to make direct 
comparisons with cities in APAC, the Americas 
and LATAM using our Fit-Out Cost Guides for 
those regions. We hope and expect that these 
insights will be helpful to our clients with large 
global portfolios.

We’ve also added information regarding:

• tax depreciation

• moves and relocation management

• procurement including principal contracting

One area that has generated a lot of interest
over the last 12 months is the concept of
Wellness in the Workplace. CBRE have been
at the forefront of Wellness and our Global
Corporate Headquarters in downtown Los
Angeles became the world’s first WELL
Certified™ office. The WELL Certificate

I’m delighted to present the 
2016/17 edition of the Fit-Out 
Cost Guide which covers 64 cities 
in EMEA, produced by CBRE’s 
Occupier Projects team.

CBRE London St Martin’s Court office 

considers elements such as indoor air quality,
lighting, water quality, physical comfort and
acoustics and it is already influencing both
traditional and agile design. This is
highlighted within our Sustainabiltiy and 
Wellbeing section of the guide.

The CBRE Occupier Projects team continues 
to grow and recent acquisitions have helped 
cement our market leading position for 
occupier programme and project management 
services. We work with a number of global 
clients who constantly challenge us to innovate 
and deliver the best solutions. The coming year 
will see this continue, including the roll out 
of our new cutting edge project management 
technology platform to support our teams 
globally.

We look forward to working with you to
create workplaces that give your organisation
a competitive advantage.
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The EMEA Fit-Out Cost Guide provides cost advice based on a notional 1,000 sq m corporate 
office fit-out project as presented throughout this guide. This project has been priced by local 
project management teams across multiple geographies, considering three levels of specification, 
low, medium and high.

You can use this fit-out guide in many different ways;

• Capital Planning – using the “Build Your Budget Matrix” to create stage one budgets

• Commercial Assurance – as a tool to verify third party estimates and programmes

• Benchmarking – using location factors makes it possible to normalise clients’ in-house   
 benchmarking

• Research – captures some of the variances in price across the EMEA and global fit-out markets

• Inspiration – as a basis for CBRE to create bespoke fit-out cost guides, tailored to client specific  
 design standards 

As well as expanding the fit-out guide we have refined the data collection process; our local 
project managers are continuously improving our EMEA cost database and collecting information 
to update the pricing schedule for our standard floorplans. Additionally, we have provided a 
selection of key findings from recent CBRE workplace surveys which identifies changes in workplace 
trends.

We hope you enjoy the new edition and we look forward to hearing your feedback on what to 
include next year. 
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CBRE Sydney Office

THE CHANGING FACE  
OF WORKPLACE DESIGN

Wellbeing 
The current interest in wellbeing is linked to 
workplace culture and the greater role that 
HR departments are now playing in workplace 
accommodation projects (specifically in the 
provision of policies and guidance relating to 
working flexible hours and working from home). 
Wellbeing related improvements within the 
workplace itself often include the introduction 
of ‘sit-stand’ desks, the provision of gyms and a 
healthier selection of food and drink available in 
staff catering facilities.

Technology continues to be the greatest catalyst 
for change in the way we all live and work. 
From cloud-based servers to bring-your-own-
devices and online office communication tools, 
the workforce is more able than ever to work 
seamlessly across time and space.     

Although symmetrical rows of desks continue to 
dominate the office landscape, other spaces are 
getting a dramatic make-over. The emphasis is 
very much on providing a meaningful connection 
for people, with the design often themed to 
recreate spaces where people feel relaxed, 
creative and inspired. This is reflected in the 
growing amount of traditional office spaces 
being transformed into spaces which are more 
conducive to higher levels of collaboration. 

is the 
average 
number of 
occupants
in meeting 
rooms

57%
say they would 
stay longer with 

an employer who 
looks after 

health, 
wellness and 

wellbeing

50% of a typical day is spent doing 
individual focused work

A selection of key findings from recent CBRE workplace surveys  

70%
of collaboration 

still happens
at the desk

of time in the 
workplace 
is deemed 
unproductive

18% 

of employers offer 
working from 
home schemes

59%

49% 
of desks 
are in use 
at any one 
time

34% 

reported the lack of 
quiet areas as the 
greatest barrier to 
working productively

of respondents consider 
increased productivity as 

the greatest benefit of 
having a health, wellness 

and wellbeing scheme 

63%

Trends observed in the last 12 months
For large multi-national organisations in 
particular, the primary workplace trend continues 
to be towards greater workplace flexibility. This 
generally translates into agile workspaces with 
desk-sharing arrangements. 

Increasingly CBRE’s workplace team is being 
called upon to support the broader application 
of these agile working models. In the majority 
of cases, the introduction of ‘activity based 
working’ (the provision of alternative workspaces, 
such as collaborative areas and quiet booths) is 
enthusiastically embraced, but less so the desk-
sharing element. 

Efficient use of space
Space utilisation data continues to be of critical 
importance in the management of real estate 
portfolios. However, the emphasis is shifting from 
manual surveys to the installation of automated 
motion sensors to provide more accurate, real-
time data over longer periods of time.

Where desk-sharing is a critical element of the 
workplace strategy, cultural change through a 
comprehensive change management process is 
increasingly recognised as key to realising lasting 
success.
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TRADITIONAL VS AGILE LAYOUTS

The terms ‘traditional’ and ‘agile’ refer to 
the design of office interiors and they usually 
reflect the function and culture of the occupying 
organisation. There is, of course, a broad 
spectrum of workplace models in existence 
across the EMEA region, which can broadly be 
categorised as follows.

The present day version of the traditional 
office has moved on since the early 1980s, 
with significant developments in the way 
technology is now used in a workspace. Space 
is typically allocated according to grade, with 
senior managers having personal offices and 
the CEO given a large corner office. The rest 
of the workforce is accommodated either in 
open plan or in group rooms with desks that 

This guide includes general arrangements of a traditional and agile office floor plan of 1,000 sq m 
(10,764 sq ft) usable area. Each of these layouts is compatible with three specifications levels of low, 
medium and high as outlined in the following pages.

often incorporate furniture screens to provide 
an element of privacy. There is typically a high 
dependency on paper storage and little in the 
way of supplementary workspaces, apart from a 
suite of meeting rooms.
   
In contrast, the agile workplace enhances 
employee wellbeing and supports the principle 
of space and facilities being shared rather than 
‘owned’ by teams or individuals. Their spaces 
are provided on the basis of need rather than 
status. There are no private offices in the agile 
workplace but there is instead a variety of 
alternative work settings, such as team-tables, 
soft seating areas, ‘touchdown’ benches and 
focus booths. The provision of meeting rooms 
is often similar to the traditional model. There 

is a reduced dependency on paper storage and 
the under-desk pedestals have been replaced 
by personal lockers to support the desk-sharing 
arrangements.   

The construction works involved for a traditional 
and agile layout are similar, however there 
is generally an increased capital investment 
needed in furniture for an agile working 
environment. Despite this, the benefits for 
organisations adopting the agile model is 
realised in other respects, such as increased 
collaboration and knowledge sharing, the 
reduced cost of churn and the ability to 
accommodate an increased headcount in the 
same space.

*Subject to statory approvals (normally); WC numbers, means of escape for fire and fresh air

Agile
*140 work settings

Traditional
*106 work settings
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Traditional general arrangement
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Agile general arrangement

Area schedule

Agile

Space 
designation

Area net 
(sq m)

Work 
settings

Open plan office space 188 47

Private offices 0  

Client meeting rooms 95 6

Employee meeting rooms 59 2

Reception 41  

Cafeteria 72 8

Collaboration 308 77

Support space 33  

Circulation space 204  

Total 1,000 140

Traditional

Space 
designation

Area net 
(sq m)

Work 
settings

Open plan office space 331 78

Private offices 59 3

Client meeting rooms 58  

Employee meeting rooms 72 4

Reception 42  

Cafeteria 72  4

Collaboration 101 17

Support space 53

Circulation space 212  

Total 1,000 106
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LOW SPECIFICATION
LOW SPECIFICATION GUIDE

Touch down desks

Open plan office

Cafeteria / Informal meeting

Meeting Rooms Reception

Collaborative working

Partitions 
• Predominantly medium acoustic rated plasterboard partitions  
• Single glazed partitions to meeting rooms with solid timber door sets 
• Fixed plasterboard wall instead of movable walls

Mechanical 
• Minimal modifications to the existing space heating/cooling and air  
 treatment

Electrical 
• Existing lighting to be re-used and reconfigured to suit new layout 
• New pendant luminaires above reception desk

Ceiling 
• Re-use existing ceilings

Wall finish 
• Painted dry lined partitions throughout 
• Painted feature walls to lift lobby and reception

Floor finish 
• Medium grade carpet tiles to open plan offices, lift lobby, reception,  
 collaboration and client facing areas 
• Vinyl floor finish to cafeteria

Joinery 
• Proprietary joinery with laminate finish to copy/print/kitchenette

Reception desk 
• Non-bespoke reception desk
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MEDIUM SPECIFICATION

Partitions 
• Increased use of glazed partitions instead of plasterboard 
• Acoustic rated single glazed partitions to meeting rooms with framed  
 glazed door set 
• Acoustic treatment to partitions 
• Hardwood veneer and medium acoustic rated manually operated  
 movable walls

Mechanical 
• Moderate modifications to the existing space heating/cooling and air  
 treatment

Electrical 
• Existing lighting to be re-used and reconfigured to suit new layout,  
 supplemented by new luminaires to collaboration spaces 
• Specialist lighting to reception, client facing and cafeteria spaces 
• Modifications to existing BMS and lighting controls

Ceiling 
• New feature plasterboard ceilings to reception, lift lobby, client facing  
 areas and cafeteria 
• Plasterboard margins to meeting rooms

Wall finish 
• Painted dry lined partitions throughout 
• Painted feature wall to client facing meeting rooms 
• Back painted glass feature walls to lift lobby and reception

Floor finish 
• Medium grade carpet tiles to open plan offices, collaboration and client  
 facing areas 
• Ceramic tiles to lift lobby, reception and cafeteria

Joinery 
• Resin top finish to kitchenette with high gloss laminate cupboards 
• Proprietary laminate joinery for copy/print joinery

Reception desk 
• Bespoke hardwood and glass reception desk

MEDIUM  SPECIFICATION GUIDE

Cafeteria / Informal meeting

Open plan office

Collaborative working Touch down desks

Meeting Rooms Reception
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HIGH SPECIFICATION

Partitions 
• Increased use of glazed partitions instead of plasterboard  
• High acoustic rated double glazed partitions to meeting rooms  
 with framed glazed door set 
• Acoustic treatment to partitions 
• Hardwood veneer and high acoustic rated semi-automatic  
 movable walls

Mechanical 
• Moderate modifications to the existing space heating, cooling and  
 air treatment 
• Local temperature control /adjustment in meeting rooms and booths

Electrical 
• Existing lighting re-used and part new lighting to office areas 
• High-end specialist lighting to reception, client facing, collaborative  
 and cafeteria spaces 
• Modifications to BMS and lighting controls with scene setting

Ceiling 
• New feature timber raft ceiling to reception and client facing   
 meeting rooms 
• New feature plasterboard ceilings to lift lobby, internal meeting  
 rooms and cafeteria with plasterboard margins 
• New metal plank ceiling system throughout office space

Wall finish 
• Painted dry lined partitions throughout 
• Applied finishes to feature walls in client meeting rooms 
• Stone feature walls to lift lobby 
• Video wall to reception

Floor finish 
• High grade carpet tiles to open plan offices, collaboration and client  
 facing areas 
• Porcelain tiles or stone to lift lobby and reception 
• Hardwood flooring to cafeteria

Joinery 
• Resin top finish to kitchenette with high gloss laminate cupboards  
• Specialist joinery for copy/print areas 
• Bespoke joinery construction (encasement) for video wall to reception

Reception desk 
• Bespoke illuminated glass and stainless steel reception desk with  
 integrated data and power

HIGH SPECIFICATION GUIDE

Meeting Rooms Reception

Touch down desksCollaborative working

Open plan office

Cafeteria / Informal meeting
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PRICING ASSUMPTIONS

• the building is located in a central business  
 district.

• the space leased is in good Category A  
 (Cat A) condition and costs are based on  
 a full new Category B (Cat B) fit-out.

• costs take into account a reconfiguration  
 of existing Cat A installations to suit the  
 Cat B design and upgraded where stated  
 in the specification.

The following is typically included in a Cat A and Cat B fit-out:

Pricing in this guide is based on the following assumptions:

• the base building and Cat B design are   
 considered to have no abnormalities.

• the base-build and landlord provided  
 Cat A has the necessary infrastructure (e.g.  
 sufficient HVAC and power) to support the  
 intended fit-out. 

• this is a generic design which does not take  
 into account cultural differences, country   
 specific space planning considerations or  
 local regulations.

Our CBRE project management teams across EMEA have priced the 1,000 sq m office fit-out project based 
on the drawings and specifications outlined on pages 7 to 13.

The condition of leased space has a direct impact on the tenant’s eventual cost when fitting out the space. If the conditions vary from a standard Cat A 
then cost allowances must be made in addition. For example, if a tenant receives a building in a shell and core state, allowances in terms of cost and 
programme need to be made for a full Cat A fit-out in addition to the Cat B fit-out.

• all cost data is collected in local currency  
 and is converted to Euro’s based on an   
 August 2016 exchange rate.

• pricing overleaf is based on the construction  
 costs for the agile layout. There is a marginal  
 increase in construction costs of circa 1% for  
 the traditional layout. 

Category A Fit-Out (Warm Shell) Category B Fit-Out (Tenant Fit-Out)

• raised floor
• suspended ceiling
• extension of the mechanical and electrical services above the ceiling from the riser to suit an  
    open plan regular grid
• decoration / finishes to the internal face of the perimeter and core walls
• blinds

• upgrades to landlord’s Cat A provision
• adaptation of suspended ceiling, raised floor and M&E to coordinate with final tenant layout
• installation of floor boxes, below-floor power and data cabling
• tenant improvements including internal partitioning, joinery, floor, wall and ceiling finishes
• corporate branding, statutory, wayfinding and safety signage
• IT provision
• security installations
• audio visual equipment
• furniture

If you are pricing a project which varies significantly from these parameters and assumptions or require advice regarding a Cat A fit-out,  
please do not hesitate to contact our project and commercial management teams for additional guidance.

CBRE Madrid office 
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The pricing schedule for each of the layouts in 
the low, medium and high specifications have 
been completed using our EMEA cost database 
and these have been verified with local project 
managers. Using this data, the adjacent table 
has been compiled which outlines the Cat B 
construction costs of the 1,000 sq m layouts 
illustrated on page 7. 

The pricing on this page is based on the 
construction costs for the agile layout. 

The cost variance between the Cat B 
construction works for the traditional and agile 
layouts are marginal for workplace designs of a 
similar specification. Our pricing data indicates 
that the traditional layout is around one percent 
more expensive, due to increased partitioning 
and M&E works which are associated with a 
greater number of enclosed rooms within the 
space. 

COUNTRY CITY LOW SPECIFICATION MEDIUM SPECIFICATION HIGH SPECIFICATION CONSTRUCTION INFLATION

(€/sq m) (€/sq m) (€/sq m)

Angola Luanda 1,045 1,422 2,074 10 - 15%

Austria * Vienna 571 797 1,173 0 - 2%

Belgium Brussels 525 651 954 0 - 2%

Botswana Gaborone 693 966 1,427 1 - 3%

Bulgaria Sofia 258 379 498 0 - 2%

Croatia Zagreb 340 495 708 0 - 2%

Czech Republic Prague 326 457 653 0 - 2%

Denmark * Copenhagen 636 886 1,225 1 - 3%

Egypt Cairo 594 818 1,114 5 - 10%

Ethiopia Addis Ababa 834 1,135 1,676 5 - 10%

Estonia Tallinn 441 604 908 1 - 3%

Finland * Helsinki 702 972 1,484 1 - 3%

France Paris 683 946 1,389 0 - 2%

Germany * Berlin 628 930 1,288 1 - 3%

Germany * Frankfurt 635 940 1,301 1 - 3%

Germany * Hamburg 647 958 1,327 1 - 3%

Germany * Munich 660 977 1,353 1 - 3%

Germany * Stuttgart 635 940 1,301 1 - 3%

Ghana Accra 754 1,041 1,576 8 - 12%

Greece * Athens 290 385 594 0 - 2%

Hungary * Budapest 363 511 775 0 - 2%

Ireland Dublin 451 595 893 4 - 6%

Israel Tel Aviv 433 597 894 0 - 2%

Italy Milan 482 681 1,018 0 - 2%

Italy Rome 477 674 1,008 0 - 2%

Ivory Coast Abidjan 878 1,213 1,835 4 - 8%

Kazakhstan Almaty 364 494 729 5 - 10%

Kenya Nairobi 802 1,091 1,612 5 - 7%

Kuwait Kuwait 573 788 1,074 6 - 8%

Latvia Riga 411 576 872 0 - 2%

Lebanon Beirut 606 834 1,136 6 - 8%

Lithuania Vilnius 436 620 901 2 - 4%

COUNTRY CITY LOW SPECIFICATION MEDIUM SPECIFICATION HIGH SPECIFICATION CONSTRUCTION INFLATION

(€/sq m) (€/sq m) (€/sq m)

Luxembourg Luxembourg 599 851 1,289 0 - 2%

Morocco Casablanca 438 574 798 1 - 3%

Netherlands Amsterdam 435 601 899 0 - 2%

Nigeria Abuja 998 1,349 1,921 8 - 12%

Norway * Oslo 730 1,010 1,542 1 - 3%

Oman Muscat 546 751 1,022 6 - 8%

Poland Warsaw 330 479 701 1 - 3%

Portugal Lisbon 325 446 667 0 - 2%

Qatar Doha 647 891 1,213 6 - 8%

Romania Bucharest 343 428 633 2 - 4%

Russia Moscow 460 636 952 6 - 8%

Saudi Arabia Riyadh 621 854 1,163 6 - 8%

Serbia * Belgrade 310 389 573 1 - 3%

Slovakia * Bratislava 350 490 695 0 - 2%

South Africa Cape Town 408 746 1,087 5 - 10%

South Africa Johannesburg 398 738 1,076 5 - 10%

Spain Barcelona 399 541 825 1 - 3%

Spain Madrid 403 547 834 1 - 3%

Sweden * Stockholm 715 985 1,479 1 - 3%

Switzerland Geneva 784 1,151 1,604 1 - 3%

Switzerland Zurich 825 1,160 1,631 1 - 3%

Turkey Istanbul 411 589 810 5 - 10%

UAE Abu Dhabi 621 855 1,164 6 - 8%

UAE Dubai 647 891 1,213 6 - 8%

Uganda Kampala 749 1,057 1,570 5 - 10%

UK Aberdeen 411 560 815 4 - 6%

UK Belfast 360 490 698 4 - 6%

UK Glasgow 444 607 865 4 - 6%

UK London 538 739 1,097 4 - 6%

UK Manchester 408 557 812 4 - 6%

Ukraine Kiev 308 435 685 5 - 10%

Zambia Lusaka 650 914 1,370 8 - 12%

WARNING
All rates show Cat B construction 
costs only.

Includes - internal partitions, M&E 
reconfiguration, doors and ironmongery, 
wall, floor and ceiling finishes, specialist 
joinery, fixtures & fittings, structured 
cabling & comms room fit-out, 
internal signage, branding, contractor 
preliminaries and overhead and profit. 

Excludes - technology (page 22),  
furniture (page 24), professional fees 
(page 27), contingencies and VAT.

All costs shown are in sq m, to convert these to sq ft: 
1 sq m = 10.764 sq ft.  

* Cat B construction works may be delivered by the 
landlord in these locations and associated costs could be 
factored in the lease agreement.

CAT B CONSTRUCTION COSTS (READY RECKONER)
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CBRE Amsterdam Office
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 CAT B CONSTRUCTION COSTS

 
Euro per sq m for Cat B construction works

Low specification Medium specification High specification

Eu
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CBRE Los Angeles Office

CBRE Los Angeles office 
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TECHNOLOGY

Technology is an essential 
component of the fit-out of 
any workplace. The right 
technology will provide users 
the necessary tools and working 
environment to operate. This is 
even more important within an 
agile environment designed to 
encourage flexible, collaborative 
or focused working.

IT 
Tenants’ IT installations typically include:

• local area network switches and firewalls   
 (excl fibre line from network provider) and

• wireless network equipment.

Desktop and laptop computers, monitors and 
phones etc. are considered user equipment and 
usually don’t sit within the IT budget. 

Although WiFi connectivity within the office is 
common and an increasing essential for an 
agile environment, there is still a requirement 
for a structured cabling system. Structured 
cabling will typically be installed within the 
raised floor and provides connections for fixed 
IT, AV, security and any other ‘IP’ (Internet 

Protocol) based systems. By IP based refers to 
the growing number of devices and systems that 
can be connected to the corporate or building 
services network. This trend is also referred to 
as the Internet of Things (IoT).

Wireless access points installed within or 
beneath the ceiling void will provide users with 
connectivity to the internet and the resources 
they need to work anywhere within the office. 

SECURITY
Tenant security systems typically consist of two 
main elements: electronic access control and 
CCTV. These systems will be used to monitor 
the point of entry into the tenant’s office demise 
and also provide access control to secure areas 
such as the IT comms room, high value storage 
or the HR office. In a multi-tenanted building 
the landlord will have already installed security 
systems managing access and monitoring for 
the main building entrances and common 
areas. The security system can operate 
standalone within the tenant demise or be 
interfaced with a compatible landlord system, 
which would provide opportunities to streamline 
system administration and enhance the visitor 
management process. 

SECURITY COST
(Excludes taxes and contingency)

€50 / sq m

Both CCTV and access control systems will 
typically be IP based. This deployment method 
provides opportunities to interface the security 
systems with any other IP based systems to 
create workflows and collate data which is the 
basis for starting to create a ‘smart building’.

The system will also interface with the fire alarm 
to ensure compliance in the event of  
an emergency. 
 

These technology benchmarks are in line with the specifications outlined in this guide for a 1,000 sq m fit-out. Please note that import taxes 
may be applicable and actual client requirements can vary and may sit outside of these benchmark ranges depending on specific technology 
requirements and size of fit-out.

IT COST
(Excludes taxes and contingency)

€60 - €100 / sq m LED screens with wireless presentation connectivity and fully 
integrated audio. Touch panel control. Rooms configurable to 
operate as one large or two separate rooms

Video wall to display company 
information, TV or brand 
specific content

CCTV cameras and access control to 
manage access to the point of entry and 
sensitive areas such as IT comms rooms  

Video conferencing system  
with content sharing and
presentation facilities

Comms room to accommodate centralised IT, 
AV, security and building services equipment. All 
structured cabling outlets will be run from this 
room. Room to be provided with suitable cooling 
and power.

LED screens for sharing of content 
and collaboration with wired or 
wireless presentation connectivity

Wireless network connectivity 
throughout the office

LED screen displaying company 
information, news feeds or TV

LED screens with wireless 
presentation connectivity, 
fully integrated audio,  
and touch panel control

AUDIO VISUAL (AV) INSTALLATIONS
AV systems in the office will be used for 
presentation, collaboration, communication 
and will mostly be installed within meeting 
and collaborative working spaces. The 
adjacent matrix provides an overview of the 
core AV infrastructure and installations which 
can be expected to be found in each of the 
specification levels.

AV COST
(Excludes taxes and contingency)

Low €100 / sq m
Medium €150 / sq m
High €280 / sq m

AV Specification Description

Space type Low Medium High

Reception Company information or brand specific 
content displayed on LED screen

Multiple LED screens (displaying 
co-ordinated client specific content)

Multi LED screen array video wall 
displaying bespoke customer content  
and provides a ‘wow factor’

Cafeteria No AV Wall mounted LED screens connected to digital signage and TV feeds.  
Screens can display TV, company information and news feeds. 

Collaborative space  
and cluster zone 

LED screens with wired connectivity for 
informal meetings and sharing

Wireless presentation system creating 
a more flexible environment and 
multi-user connectivity to LED screens 

HD webcam to screens and office 
communication tools to enable remote 
collaboration

Boardroom Single LED screen with wired presentation 
connectivity in each room when divided 
and controlled together when configured 
as a single room. Desktop conference 
phones are also provided.

As per the low specification with the 
addition of wireless presentation system, 
touch screen controls and built in  
audio conferencing

As per the medium specification with the 
addition of HD video conferencing. 

Video conference  
(VC) room

LED screen with wired presentation  
connectivity and desktop conference phone

Dedicated video and audio conferencing room with LED touch screens, cameras  
and built in audio and wireless presentation facilities

Groups zone LED screen with wired presentation con-
nectivity and desktop conference phone

As per the low specification with the 
addition of wireless presentation

As per the medium specification with the 
addition of touch screen controls to lights, 
AV and built in audio conferencing
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FURNITURE 

The integration of people, facility 
and organisational performance 
can positively impact business 
success. Integrated, adaptable 
furniture provides flexibility and 
helps organisations to make 
changes when the office is 
operational. They also help to 
align business needs to support 
changing cultures, work styles and 
organisational demands as they 
evolve.

People
Furniture can have a big impact on 
performance by creating an effective 
environment where people want to work. There 
is greater focus on highly collaborative spaces 
and those which offer individuals flexibility in 
how they work based on their role. The result is 
increased balance between collaborative and 
focus zones, as well as formal and informal 
gathering areas to support all work styles and 
optimise productivity.

Additionally, offices are increasingly designed to 
support movement as part of a wellbeing focus 
that encourages healthy behavior at work. For 
example, there has been an increase in demand 
for both flexible meeting and lounge areas 
as well as sit-to-stand solutions to encourage 
individuals to move throughout the day rather 
than to stay seated for hours at a desk.

Process
Company and industry cultures vary, therefore 
businesses need a functional and aesthetic 
workplace that accurately reflects their 
needs. The process for specifying furniture is 
often driven by project requirements or the 
organisation’s culture. Furniture should be 
considered when evaluating space needs to 
avoid investments that are not in line with 
business goals.

There are many key factors to note during the 
design process. First, flexible and permanent 
workers should be equally considered to 
establish requirements for fixed and agile work 
spaces. Second, product systems are often best 
for complex or global fit-outs as they offer a 
range of specifications which are scalable to 
different budgets. 

Haworth Los Angeles Showroom

Finally, traditional storage can occupy large 
portion of the useable floor plate, however, 
when integrated into the design to delineate 
different spaces it can create a sense of interior 
landscape.

Results
To fully measure the return on investment, 
many organisations now invest in pre and post 
occupancy analysis. These analyses can help 
evaluate employee satisfaction, monitor overall 
facility use and assess behavioral or cultural 
markers within the environment. All these 
factors have a direct impact on productivity 
within the office environment.
                                                                                                              
Local products and global standards should be 
aligned for brand and operational consistency. 
International standards and testing for products 
should apply across markets; this will ensure 
there is a consistent service level and warranty 
coverage.
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PROFESSIONAL FEESFURNITURE COSTS

Professional fees are calculated as 
a percentage of total project costs 
based on local benchmarks for an 
in-country appointment.

Based on the 1,000 sq m design the expected 
professional fees include architectural design, 
M&E services design, project management 
and cost management. These services will 
provide the design and management required 
to deliver a project from inception through to 
completion and project closeout.

These professional fees are a guide for what 
can typically be expected for a Cat B fit-out 
project. These fees can vary depending on 
project specifics, complexity, procurement 
route, size and scope of appointments.

These fees exclude legal fees, client 
insurances, transaction management and 
brokerage.

The cost of 
furniture will 
vary depending 
on layout, 
specification  
and location.
 
The adjacent tables 
can be used to 
generate a furniture 
budget by selecting 
the appropriate 
furniture base cost 
for the desired layout 
and specification. 
The corresponding 
percentage for 
installation, logistics 
and import tax should 
be added to this base 
cost for the locations in 
question.

Country Fees (% of project costs) Country Fees (% of project costs)

Angola 23% Lithuania 13%

Austria 18% Luxembourg 21%

Belgium 15% Morocco 16%

Botswana 20% Netherlands 15%

Bulgaria 13% Nigeria 23%

Croatia 14% Norway 19%

Czech Republic 18% Oman 16%

Denmark 21% Poland 12%

Egypt 15% Portugal 19%

Ethiopia 21% Qatar 18%

Estonia 13% Romania 19%

Finland 17% Russia 12%

France 19% Saudi Arabia 17%

Germany 23% Serbia 19%

Ghana 20% Slovakia 15%

Greece 16% South Africa 20%

Hungary 14% Spain 18%

Ireland 11% Sweden 18%

Israel 14% Switzerland 23%

Italy 15% Turkey 16%

Ivory Coast 23% UAE 18%

Kazakhstan 16% Uganda 21%

Kenya 21% UK 15%

Kuwait 15% Ukraine 14%

Latvia 13% Zambia 20%

Lebanon 17%

Country Install (%) Logistics (%) Import Tax (%) Time (weeks)

Angola varies varies varies varies

Austria 8% 2% 0% 5

Belgium 6% 4% 0% 5

Botswana 9% 30% 20% 14

Bulgaria 8% 6% 0% 5

Croatia 7% 8% 0% 6

Czech Republic 6% 5% 0% 7

Denmark 8% 8% 0% 5

Egypt 8% 24% 60% 12

Ethiopia 9% 30% 30% 14

Estonia 6% 9% 0% 6

Finland 8% 12% 0% 6

France 6% 4% 0% 14

Germany 6% 2% 0% 5

Ghana 9% 24% 20% 12

Greece 8% 16% 0% 6

Hungary 6% 9% 0% 6

Italy 8% 6% 0% 5

Ireland 6% 6% 0% 6

Israel 8% 20% 12% 8

Ivory Coast 9% 24% 20% 14

Kazakhstan 7% 24% 15% 9

Kenya 9% 30% 25% 12

Kuwait 9% 20% 5% 12

Latvia 6% 9% 0% 6

Country Install (%) Logistics (%) Import Tax (%) Time (weeks)

Lebanon 9% 20% 45% 8

Lithuania 6% 9% 0% 6

Luxembourg 6% 4% 0% 5

Morocco 15% 15% 25% 8

Netherlands 6% 4% 0% 5

Nigeria varies varies varies varies

Norway 8% 12% 0% 6

Oman 8% 20% 5% 12

Poland 6% 9% 0% 5

Portugal 6% 4% 0% 5

Qatar 7% 20% 5% 11

Romania 7% 10% 0% 5

Russia 6% 14% 25% 8

Saudi Arabia 8% 20% 20% 12

Serbia 8% 14% 20% 6

Slovakia 6% 9% 0% 7

South Africa 8% 21% 20% 12

Spain 6% 8% 0% 5

Sweden 8% 10% 0% 6

Switzerland 8% 8% 0% 5

Turkey 8% 12% 7% 6

UAE 7% 20% 5% 11

Uganda 9% 30% 25% 14

UK 6% 6% 0% 6

Ukraine 8% 12% 0% 8

Zambia 9% 30% 25% 14

FURNITURE BENCHMARK COSTS

Low Specification (€/sq m) Medium Specification (€/sq m) High Specification (€/sq m)

Traditional 95 130 210

Agile 115 160 240

A matrix to assist clients to build their own budget using the cost data 
provided in this guide can be found on page 53.
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MOVES AND RELOCATION

Moves and relocation is an 
integral part of a Cat B project 
and take place either during or 
upon completion of the fit-out 
works. Moves have the potential 
to cause disruption to business 
continuity which can affect 
productivity.

To minimise the disruption that a business 
move can cause, careful planning and 
programming is essential. This usually involves 
a move consultant working with departmental 
representatives to identify and understand the 
current set-up, to plan for and accommodate 
activities critical for business continuity, 
movement of employees, furniture and 
equipment.

The move consultant will implement a 
comprehensive communications plan at all 
levels to make sure everybody who is affected 

Costs are based on an average price per person, assuming the move is;
• 100 people moving outside of office hours
• inclusive of seven-day crate hire, post move porterage support and insurance
• move consultant costs are included in professional fees
• excludes costs to reconfigure IT & power provisions
• Cat B construction costs makes allowance for contractor attendance

Using the extensive network of CBRE offices 
and MAC (moves and changes) project 
management teams across EMEA we are able 
to provide both space and move management 

* within the same building with full use of a lift / elevator
** new location within 10 miles of original building

is kept up to date with proposals and has input 
into the project to make sure where possible 
that their needs are met. Additionally, a 
consultant will manage the move contractor on 
behalf of clients and use framework agreements 
to command favourable terms with contractors 
and suppliers.
 
The table below relates specifically to Central 
London move management costs for an office 
move of 100 occupants and can be used to 
create an indicative high level budget.

Type of Move Same Floor 
(€ per person)

Between Floors* 
(€ per person)

Between Buildings** 
(€ per person)

Crate only (personal effects) €30 €35 €40

Crate plus desk move €50 €60 €95

Crate plus desk and desktop IT move €65 €85 €160

CBRE Prague Office

services. Our processes and service quality are 
consistent across the region, however costs and 
specification may vary by country depending on 
local requirements or client specific needs.
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CBRE Los Angeles Office

Lease reinstatement (also known 
as ‘dilapidations’) is a process 
whereby tenants are obliged to 
restore the space to a pre-agreed 
state at the end of the term. 

A tenant’s liability is defined by the terms of 
the individual lease and the nature of local 
property markets. In some countries where the 
landlord provides the fit-out, they will take on 
most obligations to repair it, reflecting the cost 
of doing so in the rent. In others, at the end 
of the lease term the tenant is responsible for 
reversing any alterations that they have made. 

The lease defines the tenant’s reinstatement 
liability. However, a landlord may or may not 
enforce the terms of the lease and instead 
decide to accept a financial settlement. There 
are some locations where it is not the culture 
to pursue claims even if there is a potential of 
doing so. As a result, leases and responsibilities 
are rarely alike and generalising is difficult. It is 
important to review each case individually.

In this assessment, against each location, 
the likely nature of the lease reinstatement 
obligations has been assessed and the typical 
cost of completing works to comply with the 
tenant’s responsibilities has been calculated 
assuming moderate wear based on a  
1,000 sq m office.

Country City Rate  
(€ / sq m)

Total Lease  
(€) Lease Liability Assumption

Angola Luanda 140 140,000 Full removal of fit-out

Austria Vienna 111 111,000 Full removal of fit-out

Belgium Brussels 173 173,000 Full removal of fit-out and repair

Botswana Gaborone 108 108,000 Full removal of fit-out

Croatia Zagreb 7 7,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

Czech Republic Prague 6 6,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

Denmark Copenhagen 16 16,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

Egypt Cairo 9 9,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

Ethiopia Addis Ababa 129 129,000 Full removal of fit-out

Finland Helsinki 16 16,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

France Paris 186 186,000 Full removal of fit-out

Germany Berlin 14 14,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

Germany Frankfurt 15 15,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

Germany Hamburg 15 15,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

Germany Munich 16 16,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

Germany Stuttgart 15 15,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

Ghana Accra 119 119,000 Full removal of fit-out

Greece Athens 108 108,000 Full removal of fit-out

Hungary Budapest 80 80,000 Full removal of fit-out

Ireland Dublin 166 166,000 Full removal of fit-out

Israel Tel Aviv 18 18,000 Clear space only

Italy Milan 169 169,000 Full removal of fit-out and repair

Italy Rome 169 169,000 Full removal of fit-out and repair

Ivory Coast Abidjan 140 140,000 Full removal of fit-out

Kazakhstan Astana 10 10,000 Clear space only

Kenya Nairobi 129 129,000 Full removal of fit-out

Kuwait Kuwait 181 181,000 Full removal of fit-out

Luxembourg Luxembourg 186 186,000 Full removal of fit-out

Morocco Marrakesh 52 52,000 Full removal of fit-out

REINSTATEMENT

Key Assumptions

1.  all tenant chattels (furniture, AV, IT and 
Security etc.) are removed by the tenant 
and the cost of removal is therefore 
excluded from the rates

2. where stated all tenant fit-out and 
alterations are to be removed and 
none are retained by the landlord as 
improvements

3. no allowance for loss of rent, non-
recoverable VAT or professional fees not 
directly related to the reinstatement costs

4. base date for prices and exchange rates 
is August 2016

5. all works will be undertaken as a single 
contract and within normal working hours

6. general wear and tear rather than major 
disrepair will be present to the floor

7. tenants are on internal repairing leases 
and therefore only have a responsibility 
within their demise which does not 
extend to any elements of the common 
parts (structure, frame, sanitary 
accommodation, windows, central M&E)

8. the space was provided on a standard 
UK Cat A basis with suspended ceilings, 
raised access floor and carpet

9. no structural reinstatement works are 
needed

Note:
In some emerging markets lease reinstatement is in its infancy. 
Consequently, it is not possible to draw conclusions for the 
reinstatement estimates for countries not listed on this schedule.

Country City Rate  
(€ / sq m)

Total Lease  
(€) Lease Liability Assumption

Netherlands Amsterdam 9 9,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

Nigeria Abuja 140 140,000 Full removal of fit-out

Norway Oslo 15 15,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

Oman Muscat 160 160,000 Full removal of fit-out

Poland Warsaw 42 42,000 Partial removal of fit-out is required

Portugal Lisbon 84 84,000 Partial removal of fit-out is required (often negotiated)

Qatar Doha 195 195,000 Partial removal of fit-out is required (often negotiated)

Romania Bucharest 90 90,000 Full removal of fit-out

Russia Moscow 8 8,000 Clear space only

Saudi Arabia Riyadh  170 170,000 Partial removal of fit-out is required (often negotiated)

Serbia Belgrade 156 156,000 Full removal of fit-out and repair

Slovakia Bratislava 85 85,000 Full removal of fit-out and repair

South Africa Cape Town 76 76,000 Full removal of fit-out

South Africa Johannesburg  76 76,000 Full removal of fit-out

Spain Barcelona 103  103,000 Full removal of fit-out

Spain Madrid  103 103,000 Full removal of fit-out

Sweden Stockholm  16 16,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

Switzerland Geneva 283 283,000 Full removal of fit-out and repair 

Switzerland Zurich 283 283,000 Full removal of fit-out and repair 

Turkey Istanbul 11 11,000 Re-decoration and clearing of space

UAE Abu Dhabi 179 179,000 Full removal of fit-out

UAE Dubai 181 181,000 Full removal of fit-out

Uganda Kampala 129.41 129,000 Full removal of fit-out

UK Aberdeen 170  170,000 Full removal of fit-out

UK Belfast 164 164,000 Full removal of fit-out

UK Glasgow 180 180,000 Full removal of fit-out

UK London 229 229,000 Full removal of fit-out

UK Manchester 164 164,000 Full removal of fit-out

Zambia Lusaka 134.80 135,000 Full removal of fit-out
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PROCUREMENT AND PROGRAMME

Understanding how a project will 
be procured and how it will take 
by identifying the key milestones is 
critical to developing an accurate 
business case for potential fit-out 
projects. This requires careful 
consideration. When reviewing 
projects across an EMEA property 
portfolio, there can be significant 
variations in lead times and 
durations from one country to the 
next. This can have a material 
impact on the viability of a 
business case. 

Depending on the EMEA locations in question, 
key parameters to consider include: local 
standards, procurement strategy, statutory 
approvals and regulations, lead time, 
importation, religious festivals and public 
holidays, as well as internal client approvals 
and sign-off gateways. Understanding these 
local parameters may then prompt a review of 
a project’s procurement or phasing strategy 
in order to accelerate the programme and 
minimise any impact on a client’s core 
business.

Though furniture can be a small part of the 
overall project, it tends to have a major 
impact on end user satisfaction. It is therefore 
important to understand furniture lead times 
and any import restrictions so that specified 
furniture can be procured within the right 
timeframe and any constraints are reflected in 
the programme. Additionally, sufficient time 
allowances should be made for coordination 

with the designated IT and AV teams so they 
can install and test equipment and make sure 
it’s commissioned for the project completion.

It is always recommended to obtain professional 
programme advice as early as possible on a 
project in order to give a client the maximum 
choice regarding the delivery strategy. This 
advice may come from a programme manager 
at the initial capital planning stage, or a 
local project manager who can support the 
transaction team when developing business 
case strategies.

We have used the local CBRE programme 
and project teams across EMEA to provide 
information relating to the key stages of our 
medium specification 1,000 sq m fit-out 
project. The graph overleaf illustrates the typical 
timeframes for completing our sample fit-out 
using the most common procurement route in 
each of the locations we list.

Typical Procurement Route and Programme

Country Procurement Route Programme

Procurement Route Definition

Traditional

• consultant team appointed by client and prepares fully detailed drawings, specification and pricing documents

• client retains the design risk

• contractor’s design portion can be incorporated

• tendered on construction stage design information

• design and construction are sequential

Design and Build

• tender documents outlining Employer's Requirements, prepared by client/consultant team 
     usually in the form of a brief, i.e. performance criteria

• single Contractor appointed and contributes specialist knowledge into design process

• contractor has full design responsibility

• design and construction can occur concurrently

Construction 
Management

• client procures design as per the traditional route

• construction manager appointed to coordinate trade contractors

• trade contracts let on a package by package basis

• client retains design and construction risk

• design and construction can occur concurrently

Inception

Design

Tender

Construction

Handover
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PRINCIPAL CONTRACTING

Whilst this guide deals with traditional project 
and cost management services, it is important 
to note that there are many alternative solutions 
for project delivery that can be implemented to 
suit client needs, however bespoke those needs 
might be. 
 
In multi-disciplinary commissions, part or all of 
the consultant team contract directly with CBRE, 
which can provide the project with greater 
accountability and control, particularly during the 
design stages, via one professional services order. 
 
CBRE can also deliver construction activities 
by acting as a general contractor (also known 
as principal contractor). The nature of this 
appointment could require direct engagement 
with a third party contractor who has been 
selected on behalf of our clients, through to the 
full suite of construction services delivered from 
within the broader CBRE business. 

When CBRE’s remit extends into construction 
services, it becomes possible to agree the 
construction management team, commercial 
terms and declared margins on the supply 
chain much earlier so that the project can 
benefit from upfront construction expertise and 
build advice. In this “One Team” approach, 
clients are provided with open book visibility 
of competitive tendering at subcontract level 
to ensure the project is delivered against the 
approved budget. Collaborating through all 
project stages will mitigate the transfer of risk 
between define, design, and deliver phases, and 

CBRE Baltimore Office

will ultimately ensure that client requirements 
smoothly translate into the desired final product  
at occupation.

The main advantage of delivering construction 
activities in this way is the significant 
programme time saved against the procurement 
and mobilisation period required from a third 
party contractor. Until the project moves to site, 
the critical path runs through the design stages, 
so this route provides a significant reduction 
in the time between consultant design and 
specialist subcontract design, which generally 
commences after contractor appointment. 
For the projects outlined in this guide of 
1,000 sq m this option can provide overall 
programme savings which typically range from 
6 to 10 weeks against the single stage tender 
procurement option.

CLIENT

Summary benefits of CBRE delivering 
construction activities:
 
• bring a “One Team” approach with 
 a partnering ethos
• simplifies vendor set-up and invoicing process
• single point of project accountability
• improved speed to market
• shorter project programme duration
• early agreement of commercial terms
• immediate senior management resource   
 commitment
• prompt engagement of specialist consultants  
 and subcontractors for early completion of  
 key elements of detailed design
• reduced tendering / site mobilisation   
 timeframes
• competitive supply chain price transparency
• buying power and ability to influence lead-in  
 time frames
• continuity when managing client direct   
 suppliers and specialists from preconstruction  
 into delivery

Whilst CBRE offer this range of services, it is 
important to emphasise that whatever delivery 
and procurement option is selected the solution 
needs to be entirely appropriate to meet 
project parameters and to deliver against client 
objectives.
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TAX DEPRECIATION 

The tax relief available on commercial property assets 
is commonly referred to as capital allowances, tax 
depreciation or cost segregation, depending  
on country.

A significant part of property expenditure incurred 
by occupiers can be deductible for tax depreciation 
purposes. The qualifying amount may be up to 95%  
of the total cost of fitting-out/refurbishing an office.

Tax depreciation is different from “book value” 
depreciation used for accounting purposes, in that it is 
used to directly reduce profits subject to taxation.  
Its methodology and calculation varies from country  
to country. 

In most countries, depreciation allowances are 
calculated on a linear basis where the taxpayer 
deducts equal annual amounts. This is calculated by 
multiplying the rate of depreciation (useful economic 
life) by the asset’s initial value, until the asset is written 
off in full. In others a reducing-balance basis of 
depreciation is used. 

As a consequence, a review of all capital expenditure 
incurred on refurbishment and fit-out projects should 
be undertaken to ensure all assets within a building are 
allocated into the right pool of expenditure to claim 
the correct tax relief.

The adjacent table shows the potential tax savings 
across various EMEA countries, based on a total 
expenditure of €2,500,000 for a Cat B fit-out.

CBRE London Bow Street Office

Country
Estimated  
Qualifying  
Percentage

Year 1   
(€)

Years 2-5  
(€)

Years 6-10  
(€)

Years 11+  
(€)

Total Tax
Saved (€) 

 Austria  95% 18,000 71,000 89,000 416,000 594,000

 Belgium   65% 67,000 269,000 38,000 178,000 552,000

 Bulgaria 90% 58,000 97,000 15,000 55,000 225,000

 Croatia 85% 94,000 194,000 63,000 75,000 426,000

 Czech Republic 80% 49,000 132,000 86,000 114,000 381,000

 Denmark 70% 62,000 191,000 33,000 99,000 385,000

 Finland  70% 75,000 155,000 30,000 90,000 350,000

 France  95% 92,000 177,000 159,000 276,000 704,000

 Germany 95% 168,000 177,000 159,000 200,000 704,000

 Hungary 90% 129,000 169,000 14,000 115,000 427,000

 Ireland 71% 17,000 67,000 50,000 -   134,000

 Italy  80% 80,000 321,000 65,000 165,000 631,000

 Luxembourg  65% 51,000 205,000 78,000 141,000 475,000

 Norway 85% 69,000 231,000 113,000 119,000 532,000

 Poland  80% 24,000 98,000 122,000 135,000 379,000

 Portugal  85% 54,000 181,000 85,000 126,000 446,000

 Romania  60% 11,000 46,000 57,000 126,000 240,000

 Saudi Arabia  85% 76,000 236,000 38,000 76,000 426,000

 South Africa  90% 80,000 321,000 122,000 107,000 630,000

 Spain  85% 57,000 196,000 128,000 150,000 531,000

 Sweden 70% 94,000 155,000 29,000 107,000 385,000

 Switzerland 95% 49,000 197,000 72,000 107,000 425,000

 UAE* 80% 62,000 181,000 68,000 90,000 401,000

 UK  74% 65,000 133,000 82,000 90,000 370,000

 Ukraine  80% 52,000 207,000 34,000 68,000 361,000

*Applies only to ‘oil and gas’ producing companies and ‘foreign banks’ who have agreed corporate tax rates within specific tax 
decrees or with the rulers of the Emirate State in which they operate.

As depreciation specialists with mixed property and tax backgrounds, CBRE’s Building Consultancy team is ideally placed to secure the optimum level of 
tax savings. Through our network of offices and global reach, specialist depreciation teams are uniquely positioned to offer property tax relief advice and 
analysis to corporate occupiers when investing capital on refurbishments / fit-out projects.
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Location & 
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DESIGN 
FOR 

WELLNESS

SUSTAINABLE CERTIFICATION WELLBEING

Sustainable building certifications have 
continued to increase in popularity across the 
real estate market since their introduction in the 
1980s. Increasingly owners, developers and 
occupiers are opting for certification to facilitate 
competitive advantages by validating the 
choices made during design and construction 
and through a building’s future performance. 
A “green” building certification provides insight 
into how a building uses resources, manages 
consumption during its operation, and impacts 
the occupants and surrounding environment. 

The implementation of sustainable initiatives 
on new buildings, refurbishments and fit-outs 
is now commonly undertaken in response to 
corporate sustainability objectives. In addition, 
many occupiers are now targeting sustainable 
certification at a tenancy level to address, and 
demonstrate concern for staff satisfaction and 
wellbeing. Attaining sustainable certification 
generally comes at a cost premium, which 
is often offset by the benefits associated with 
an increased level of wellbeing as discussed 
overleaf.

It is recommended that decisions about 
sustainability are made early in any fit-out 
programme. Embedding a sustainability 
strategy at the outset of a project will allow 
integrated design, avoid redesign, improve 
cost management and ultimately enhance the 
success of the project. Various sustainable 
design assessment methodologies are available, 
with different markets showing a preference for 
different rating tools. CBRE can offer assessment 
and consultancy advice around sustainable 
fit-out based on the most popular assessment 
methodologies. Details of these are listed.

The built environment has a profound impact 
on our health, wellbeing, happiness and 
productivity. It can influence our habits and 
choices, regulate our sleep cycle, drive us 
toward healthy and unhealthy choices and 
passively influence our health through the 
quality of our surroundings. 

Human beings spend on average 90% of their 
time inside buildings, so the impact of the 
spaces we create is significant. Organisations 
can lead by example in considering wellness 
measures throughout business operations, 

Scheme: Living Building Challenge

Countries available: International
Accreditation details: Petal Recognition, Net Zero Energy 
Building Award or full Living Building Challenge Certificate.
Further information: Operated by the Living Future Institute, 
this programme, advocacy tool and philosophy comprises of 
seven performance categories; Place, Water, Energy, Health & 
Happiness, Materials, Equity, and Beauty. This scheme can be 
applied to full buildings or an existing structure.

Scheme: WELL Building Standard

Countries available: International
Accreditation details: Silver, Gold and Platinum.
Further information: Operated by the International WELL 
Building Institute, this evidence based system addresses the 
performance of building features that impact health and 
wellbeing. 

Scheme: BREEAM (Building Research Establishment 
Environmental Assessment Methodology) Refurbishment 
and Fit-Out  

Countries available: International 
Accreditation details: Pass, Good, Very Good, Excellent, 
Outstanding.
Further information: Operated by the Building Research 
Establishment (BRE), this scheme provides a modular set of 
criteria that are applied depending upon the scope of works for  
a particular project type.

Scheme: SKA Rating

Countries available: United Kingdom 
Accreditation details: Bronze, Silver and Gold.
Further information: Operated by the Royal Institution 
of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), SKA comprises more than a 
hundred 'good practice' measures. The approach only assesses 
what measures are included in the scope of works therefore 
enabling project teams to measure 100% of the environmental 
performance of an office fit-out.

Scheme: HQE (Haute Qualité Environnementale)

Countries available: International 
Accreditation details: Pass, Good, Very Good, Excellent, and 
Exceptional.
Further information: Operated by the Haute Qualité 
Association, the certification scheme offers sustainable 
certification on major refurbishments only.

Scheme: DGNB MBV10

Countries available: International 
Accreditation details: Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum.
Further information: Operated by Deutsches Gesellschaft 
Nachhaltiges Bauen (DGNB) / German Sustainable Building 
Council assesses and certifies tenant office fit-outs.

Scheme: LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) - Commercial Interiors

Countries available: International 
Accreditation details: Silver, Gold and Platinum
Further information: Operated by the US Green Building 
Council, this scheme assesses the sustainable credentials of a 
commercial fit-out of an office.

and design for wellness can result in reduced 
absenteeism and staff turnover, enhanced 
productivity, increases in revenue, and reduced 
medical costs. Recent studies have demonstrated 
the application of wellness initiatives to enhance 
problem solving, deliver better learning 
outcomes, produce faster healing times, and 
improve stress levels.

All building types and user profiles can benefit 
from a wellness approach, from office based 
and industrial teams to shopping centre 
customers and retail staff. Whilst much of the 

indoor environment is controlled by occupiers, 
base building conditions have a strong influence 
on what is possible. 

The WELL Building Standard measures wellness. 
Pioneered by Delos, this is the world’s first 
building standard that focuses on human health 
and wellness. CBRE became the first company 
to achieve WELL Certification for a commercial 
office space in the global headquarters in  
Los Angeles.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT LOCATIONS

CBRE Madrid Office

Projects
Managed in 75 
EMEA Countries

Presence in  
38 EMEA 
Countries

$5bn Project 
Capital Expense 

Managed

900+ Project
Management
Professionals

6,600+ 
Projects 

Managed

Dedicated Project Management  
Office Locations

Additional CBRE Office Locations
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The recent UK referendum vote in favour of leaving the EU has raised 
the level of uncertainty in the economy and it is likely to take some time 
before the implications become clearer. While the impacts are expected 
to be most marked for the UK, the referendum has implications for other 
countries as well; short-term forecast growth rates have been revised 
down very slightly across Europe but the view is that economies will still 
be expanding. 

Both the UK and Irish markets are among those that saw growth early in 
the recovery cycle and are now starting to see signs slowing in the rate of 
expansion, albeit still with positive momentum. 

The UK has for some time displayed something of a ‘two-speed’ profile, 
with consumption and services growing strongly alongside a weaker 
picture in manufacturing, construction and related industries. Evidence 
for the first part of the year indicates that GDP growth has slowed from 
the rates recorded towards the end of 2015, exacerbated by uncertainty 

Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg, Netherlands and Switzerland.

REGIONAL MARKET OUTLOOKS

Cat B Fit-Out Cost Cat B fit-out costs across the United Kingdom and Ireland range as follows;
 
Low specification: €850 – €1,099 per sq m
Medium specification: €1,150 – €1,501 per sq m
High specification: €1,715 – €2,253 per sq m
 
Belfast is at the low end of the cost range whereas London the most expensive location. For city specific Cat B fit-out costs within this region 
please refer to the “Build Your Budget Matrix” on page 53.

Professional Fees 11 – 15% of capital costs.

Programme 24 – 26 weeks from inception to handover.

Construction Inflation 4 – 6%

Procurement  
and Contracts

The UK market frequently uses both traditional and design and build procurement routes along with a JCT contract form, while Ireland’s 
predominant procurement route is traditional and tend to use the RIAI form of contract.

Market Notes Following the UK referendum vote to leave the EU there is likely to be reduced investment in fit-out and high volatility in the GBP exchange 
rate.

Cat B Fit-Out Cost Cat B fit-out costs in Western Europe range as follows;
 
Low specification: €943 – €1,565 per sq m
Medium specification: €1,289 – €2,179 per sq m
High specification: €1,966 – €3,139 per sq m
 
Across this region Amsterdam and Brussels are at the low end of the cost scale and Geneva and Zurich the most expensive locations.  
For city specific Cat B fit-out costs within this region please refer to the “Build Your Budget Matrix” on page 53.

Professional Fees 15 – 23% of the capital cost. Germany and Switzerland have the highest fees in the region.

Programme All countries between 24 – 30 weeks from inception to handover, except 34 weeks for Luxembourg and 38 weeks for Switzerland.

Construction Inflation 0 – 3%

Procurement  
and Contracts

Belgium, France, Luxembourg and Netherlands typically uses a construction management procurement route, all other locations generally 
favour traditional and occasionally design and build. France tends to use FIDIC contracts, while the rest of countries in this region use local 
standard or bespoke contracts.

Market Notes Typically in Benelux and France the project manager procures trade packages and then manages these on behalf of client. It is common for 
landlords to undertake the fit-out construction works in Germany.

Economic sentiment has been rather slower to recover in this group 
of markets than in other parts of Europe, but it is now benefitting from 
relaxed monetary policy across the Eurozone as a whole, as well as 
specific local factors. 

The largest economy, Germany, recorded growth of 0.7% in the first 
quarter of this year, the highest single-quarter growth rate for two years, 
and followed this up with growth of 0.4% in the second quarter. This was 
driven by strong growth in industrial production and while this may prove 
temporary, low unemployment and generally favourable conditions in the 
personal sector should support steady growth. 

France has seen relatively weak growth over the past two years and has 
also had to wrestle with the difficult process of driving through labour 
market reforms. Growth looks on course to run at around 1.5% per year 
over the next two years, although risks remain weighted to the downside. 

WESTERN EUROPE

both before and after the referendum, and the postponement of some 
activity until this uncertainty subsides. Against this background, overall 
economic growth in 2016 is expected to slow to around 1.8%.  
The London office market, a good barometer of the real estate sector is 
seeing some signs of slower growth; slightly weaker leasing activity and a 
small rise in availability (although the vacancy rate is still sub-3%) leading 
to reduced rates of rental growth.

Ireland has seen a strong recovery, with the economy expanding by over 
7% last year on the back of strong domestic demand and trade. Consumer 
spending looks particularly strong with low inflation supporting real income 
growth. Short-term downsides relate mainly to debt, both in respect to high 
household leverage and the quality of debt held by the banks. 

The Dublin office market has seen the level of prime rents more than 
double since the end of 2012 and although the rate of growth is slowing 
there are expectations to see growth of over 15% this year.

The Netherlands is seeing a broad-based recovery, including 
improvement in the previously weak housing market.

Among the main office markets, the German cities are seeing an 
acceleration in leasing activity, notably Berlin, Munich and Frankfurt. The 
Paris market is also starting to see signs of improvement, both in the large 
unit category (over 5,000 sq m) and for transactions up to 1,000 sq m. 
Some of this is ‘catch-up’ after a weak 2015, but the pipeline of deals 
in negotiation indicates scope for further strengthening. Amsterdam and 
Zurich, are seeing a patchier profile with take-up rather more dependent 
on the frequency and timing of single large deals. Vacancy rates are 
generally trending downwards, which ought to favour rental growth at the 
prime end of the stronger markets.

UK AND IRELAND
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In general economic recovery in these markets is taking place at a speed 
above that of Western Europe, fueled by; 
 a) strong growth in private consumption; 
 b) the longer-term trend of economic maturation and  
 c) greater diversity in the activity base

The Central European bloc is generally experiencing more rapid 
growth than markets further east, partly due to the effects of falling 
commodity prices, economic sanctions on the Russian economy and 
continuing conflict in Eastern Ukraine. Poland in particular, but also the 
Czech Republic, Romania and Slovakia, are seeing strong economic 
performance with growth in each averaging 3% or higher over the two 
years 2015-16. Property investment turnover is also picking up, again 
most notably in the Eastern European markets, with appetite for dominant 
shopping centres being particularly strong.

Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden.Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, 
Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia and Ukraine.

CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE

Sweden is leading the region in terms of GDP growth; supported by an 
increase in investment and private consumption. It is expected to grow  
by 3% in 2016. 

Denmark is expected to see GDP growth approaching 1.5% this year, 
supported by a strong labour market with unemployment at 4.3% and 
strong income growth. One of the key risks to the Danish economy is the 
high level of personal sector debt. 

Both Stockholm and Copenhagen are among the markets seeing rental 
growth at this stage in the cycle. 

NORDICS

Leasing activity in the region’s main office markets is driven principally 
by international IT and outsourcing. The markets that have seen the 
strongest growth in recent office take-up include Prague and to a lesser 
extent Budapest, Bratislava and Moscow. The supply side of the markets 
in this region is characterised by typically high levels of vacancy and 
in many cases active development pipelines. In some instances, the 
combined current vacancy rate and two-year development pipeline 
represents over 20% of current stock. Development mostly comprises 
well-specified Class A stock. This will raise the quality offer of these 
markets but may also marginalise some existing poorer-quality buildings 
and reduce short-term rental growth prospects.

The Norwegian and Finnish economies are affected by the weak oil 
price and strong trade links with Russia and both are expected to see sub 
1% growth this year. However, the rise in oil prices since January 2016 
should help the Norwegian economy as the oil sector plays a prominent 
role. Inflation stood at 3.4% with a weakening Krone.

Vacancy levels are currently 7.3% in Oslo, 7.7% in Copenhagen and 
13.6% in Helsinki which is recovering from the 2014 recession and still 
has high unemployment and unit labour costs. 

Cat B Fit-Out Cost Cat B fit-out costs across Central and Eastern Europe range as follows;
 
Low specification: €710 – €1,086 per sq m
Medium specification: €996 – €1,466 per sq m
High specification: €1,442 – €2,247 per sq m
 
Within Central and Eastern Europe Sofia is at the low end of the cost scale whereas Moscow the most expensive city. For city specific Cat B 
fit-out costs within this region please refer to the “Build Your Budget Matrix” on page 53.

Professional Fees 12 – 19% of the capital cost.

Programme Poland has the shortest programme of 22 weeks, all other countries in this region are between 25 – 32 weeks inception to handover.

Construction Inflation Most countries in this region have a projected construction inflation of 0 – 4%, except for Kazakhstan, Russia and Ukraine where the  
forecast is between 5 – 10%.

Procurement  
and Contracts

Typically both traditional and design and build procurement routs are preferred, most location use local standard forms of contracts,  
while Estonia, Hungary, Romania and Ukraine favour FIDIC contracts.

Market Notes In Hungary, Serbia, Slovakia and occasionally Poland the landlord undertakes the fit-out construction works with these costs amortized over 
the term of the lease.

Cat B Fit-Out Cost Cat B fit-out costs in the Nordics range as follows;
 
Low specification: €1,267 – €1,399 per sq m
Medium specification: €1,745 – €1,923 per sq m
High specification: €2,519 - €2,938 per sq m
 
There is a narrow spread of costs across the Nordics, with Copenhagen at the low end of the scale and Oslo the most expensive location. 
For city specific Cat B fit-out costs within this region please refer to the “Build Your Budget Matrix” on page 53.

Professional Fees 17 – 21% of capital costs.

Programme 30 – 33 weeks from inception to handover.

Construction Inflation 1 – 3%

Procurement  
and Contracts

The favoured procurement route in Denmark and Finland is traditional, while design and build is more prevalent in Norway and Sweden.  
All countries generally use local standard forms of contract.

Market Notes Typically fit-out is undertaken by the landlord in Nordic countries.
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The three countries in this region are growing at different speeds with an 
expected GDP growth in 2016 is 1% in Portugal, 1.4% in Morocco and 
3% in Spain.

Growth in Spain and Portugal is driven by an improvement in the labour 
market and an increase in consumer spending. Low oil prices are 
keeping inflation levels down and at the same time boosting consumers’ 
disposable income. 

Morocco is characterised by strong agricultural activity which accounts 
for around 15% of GDP and which together with a good macro-
economic environment produced GDP growth of 4.4% in 2015. 
Nevertheless, geopolitical issues such as terrorism in the wider region 
and a weak Eurozone have dented the income generated from tourism.

Greece, Israel, Italy and Turkey.Morocco, Portugal and Spain.

IBERIA

These countries are growing at markedly different rates. The Greek 
economy is expected to shrink further this year, in contrast to growth 
of around 3% in both Israel and Turkey. Italy is still in the throes of 
recovery after a long period of decline and is likely to grow at under 1%.  
Geopolitical tensions remain a major issue in the region, mainly through 
refugees fleeing from Syria into Europe through Greece and Italy.

Greece has been in the economic headlines for quite some time. Most 
recently, after several months of negotiation it looks as though the 
third bailout is reaching a conclusion, which will include severe fiscal 
tightening measures agreed for the next three years. Elsewhere, strong 
growth in domestic consumption in Israel is the main drivers of growth, 

SOUTHERN EUROPE  
AND MEDITERRANEAN 

Take-up levels in the Iberian peninsula’s main cities was high, although 
lower than in 2015 which was the highest year for take-up since the start 
of the financial crisis in 2007. Vacancy levels are still high; 15.7% in 
Madrid, 13.5% in Barcelona and 10.8% in Lisbon, as occupiers look for 
high quality space in the prime areas of the main cities. Landlords are 
focusing their efforts in refurbishing old buildings with the aim of raising 
their rental profile.

Political uncertainties remain an important risk in Spain following 
an inconclusive second election in June 2016. However, the current 
macroeconomic environment will allow positive growth with consumers 
spending 3% more than last year and an improved labour market. 
Current ECB monetary policy of keeping interest rates low is positive 
for these economies allowing business and individuals to expand by 
borrowing at a reduced rate.

whereas in Turkey there are risks around the growth of investment and 
exports as the result of increased political instability. In Italy strong growth 
in consumption is a positive influence on the one hand, but also pulls 
in imports and hence may adversely affect the net trade position. As a 
result economic growth, while improving, is expected to undershoot the 
European average.

Office take-up in Milan was down 70% on the quarter after a very strong 
end of the year, although prime rents have remained stable. The vacancy 
rate in Milan is down on the year to 12%, while in Istanbul it is down to 
8.9%.

Cat B Fit-Out Cost Cat B fit-out costs across Iberia range as follows;
 
Low specification: €828 – €1,108 per sq m
Medium specification: €1,126 – €1,456 per sq m
High specification: €1,725 – €2,156 per sq m
 
There is a narrow spread of costs across this region, Lisbon is at the low end of the cost spectrum while Casablanca is at the top end. For 
city specific Cat B fit-out costs within this region please refer to the “Build Your Budget Matrix” on page 53.

Professional Fees 16 – 19% of the capital cost.

Programme 25 – 28 weeks from inception to handover.

Construction Inflation 0 – 3%

Procurement  
and Contracts

All locations predominately use the design and build procurement route. Occassionally Morocco uses traditional and Spain the construction 
management route. All locations contract with the general contractor using a local form of contract, except Morocco which typically uses 
FIDIC contracts.

Market Notes Pre-qualification of supply chain, with emphasis on reviewing financial stability of vendors is essential due to uncertainty in these markets.

Cat B Fit-Out Cost Cat B fit-out costs across Southern Europe and the Mediterranean region range as follows;
 
Low specification: €781 – €1,030 per sq m
Medium specification: €1,044 – €1,432 per sq m
High specification: €1,628 – €2,160 per sq m
 
Across this region, Athens is the least expensive and Milan the most expensive locations to procure an office fit-out. For city specific Cat B 
fit-out costs within this region please refer to the “Build Your Budget Matrix” on page 53.

Professional Fees 14 – 16% of the capital cost.

Programme Greece and Italy have a typical programme of 26 – 28 weeks from inception to handover,  
while Turkey is 33 weeks and Israel typically 42 weeks.

Construction Inflation Greece, Israel and Italy have a projected construction inflation of 0 – 2% over the next 12 months whereas Turkey is 5 – 10%.

Procurement  
and Contracts

The predominant procurement route across this region is traditional, however design and build and to a lesser extent construction  
management is also used in Italy. Israel and Turkey typically use FIDIC contracts, while Greece and Italy use local bespoke or standard 
forms of contracts.

Market Notes Pre-qualification of supply chain, with emphasis on reviewing financial stability of vendors is essential due to uncertainty in markets.
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While there may be some positive impacts from a more stable oil price 
regime, some of the news on the non-oil side of the economy has been 
rather mixed, the region as a whole remains prone to volatile currency 
fluctuations. Sentiment, as measured by purchasing managers indices 
has been improving, but labour market conditions are more fragile with 
the loss of key workers resulting from stagnant wage growth.

Africa, and in particularly sub-Saharan Africa has recorded strong 
economic performance over the past decade, associated with a 
combination of rapid population growth, rising personal incomes and 
in some cases a structural shift away from commodities and investment-
based activity towards domestic consumption. 

More recently, growth in a number of African countries has slowed 
from these levels as falling oil and commodity prices and high levels of 
direct development, coupled with weaker occupational demand have 
generated conditions of over-supply in some markets. A backdrop of 
political instability and periodic incidents of unrest has affected tourist 
numbers and revenues in some places. 

Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and UAE. Angola, Botswana, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, Uganda and Zambia.

MIDDLE EAST AFRICA

In the Middle East, rents are broadly stable in both Dubai and Abu 
Dhabi. The Dubai market remains the dominant regional hub and 
corporate occupiers are predominantly based across the major freezones 
and the central business district, with a growing number of pre-let deals 
and declining vacancy. The Abu Dhabi market has been more severely 
affected by downsizing associated with the slowdown in the energy sector 
and with supply continuing to expand, rents may come under downward 
pressure.

Growth is expected to run at around 3-4% per year in the region. In 
any event, relative size and maturity of markets dictates that only certain 
larger markets including Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya and South Africa, tend 
to be regarded as viable destinations for inward investment capital. 
Many office markets in Africa are driven by consolidation of occupiers 
from large numbers of small premises into smaller numbers of larger 
ones, which tends to leave significant levels of vacancy. This process is 
however also contributing to an improvement in the quality of stock as 
international occupiers require that building design and materials comply 
with global standards. Rental growth at the top end of the market is 
evident especially in South Africa as stock quality improves.

Cat B Fit-Out Cost Cat B fit-out costs in the Middle East range as follows;
 
Low specification: €1,135 – €1,413 per sq m
Medium specification: €1,544 – €1,893 per sq m
High specification: €2,232 – €2,775 per sq m
 
Within the Middle East, Muscat is at the low end of the cost scale whereas Beirut is the most expensive. For city specific Cat B fit-out costs 
within this region please refer to the “Build Your Budget Matrix” on page 53.

Professional Fees 15 – 18% of the capital cost.

Programme 33 – 37 weeks from inception to handover.

Construction Inflation 6 – 8%

Procurement  
and Contracts

Design and build procurement and FIDIC contracts are typical throughout the Middle East.

Market Notes Additional time and resources may be required to modify corporate design standards and project management processes to accommodate 
regional / cultural requirements. Additionally, various withholding taxes apply and should be noted when completing budgets, procurement 
& contract.

Cat B Fit-Out Cost Cat B fit-out costs across Africa range as follows;
 
Low specification: €1,034 – €1,838+ per sq m
Medium specification: €1,644 – €2,449+ per sq m
High specification: €2,502 – €3,687+ per sq m
 
Across Africa Johannesburg, and Cape Town are the least expensive locations to procure an Cat B office fit-out, while Abuja and Luanda 
are the most expensive locations. For city specific Cat B fit-out costs within this region please refer to the “Build Your Budget Matrix” on 
page 53.

Professional Fees Egypt has typical professional fees of 15% of the capital cost and between 20 – 23% throughout the rest of the region.

Programme South Africa has the shortest programme of 31 weeks, all other countries in this region are between 35 – 42 weeks inception to handover.

Construction Inflation Projected construction inflation is 1 – 3% in Botswana and 5 – 15% throughout the out countries listed in this region.

Procurement  
and Contracts

The traditional procurement route and FIDIC contracts are typically used throughout Africa.

Market Notes Various withholding taxes apply and should be noted when completing budgets, procurement & contract.
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CBRE Los Angeles Office

This Fit-Out Cost Guide has 
been compiled by CBRE subject 
matter experts from a number 
of disciplines including project, 
programme and commercial 
management, workplace and 
building consultancy, together 
with Haworth who are CBRE’s 
furniture fusion partner.

CBRE – Project, Programme and 
Commercial Management Services 
CBRE operate one of the world’s largest project 
management platforms, with over 4,200 
dedicated project delivery staff around the 
world managing over $51bn worth of capital 
projects on behalf of our clients every year. 

We are a delivery organisation focused on the 
technical execution of construction activity on 
behalf of corporate occupiers. We specialise in 
providing dedicated project staff to our clients, 
and have developed highly innovative solutions, 
such as the unique global governance office 
which is providing clients with impressive 
savings across their capital programmes. 

We manage projects from £5,000 to £500m in 
a multitude of different capacities and delivery 
models from employers agent to principal 
contractor and are often a fully integrated 
part of real estate and facilities management 
contracts offering our clients true added value.

CBRE – EMEA Workplace Team 
CBRE has the largest team of workplace experts 
in the world. In EMEA alone we have 97 
workplace consultants based in 11 countries. 
Our core services include; research, design, 
analytics, change management, strategy and 
space management. Through each of these 
services the workplace team helps clients 
enhance business performance by improving 
the way they plan, manage and align workplace 
and operations with their business strategies.
 
CBRE – Building Consultancy 
We provide architectural and interior design 
services and multi-discipline engineering 
encompassing mechanical, electrical, public 

CONTRIBUTORS

health, fire, lighting design, vertical transportation, 
energy, sustainability and tax advice across EMEA.

A high proportion of our work centres on the 
new-build, refurbishment and fitting-out of 
commercial buildings, ranging from small 
office refurbishments up to multi-million Euro’s 
headquarter buildings. 

We can carry out a complete design service 
from the creation of elegant, innovative concepts 
through a full design development process to 
completion on site. Our designated senior staff 
remain with you throughout the process, from 
initial briefing to project completion.

Haworth
Haworth is a global market leader in the design 
and production of furniture solutions. Haworth 
has developed into a truly global company over 
the last 25 years and is represented in more 
than 120 countries with manufacturing facilities 
in the US, China, France, Germany, Portugal, 
Switzerland, and India.

Haworth products are designed to integrate 
as a collective across a variety of spaces and 
environments – from offices and executive 
boardrooms to airports, hotels, lobbies and cafés. 

Profica
Profica is a CBRE affiliate project management 
organisation known for global expertise, local 
knowledge and service excellence across 
sub-Saharan Africa. Since it was founded in 
2005, Profica has grown throughout Africa, 
offering expert development, project and 
construction management services to high-profile 
international and in country clients.
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The cost to fit-out offices 
vary from city to city, 
something which must be 
considered when planning 
your own budget. 

The ‘Ready Reckoner’ 
provides a good indication 
of construction costs 
across EMEA. The best 
source of information is 
client organisations’ own 
company data from their 
historic fit-out projects 
which will provide the 
cost to build to a client 
specific standard. When a 
present day benchmark 
is established, the cost 
radar can be used to 
estimate the costs to build 
the same again across 
EMEA. 

Locations indicated in 
green are EMEA cities for 
which construction costs 
for the low, medium and 
high specifications can be 
found on page 16. Those 
in orange are global 
hubs (appearing on the 
cost radar only) which 
enable a direct comparison 
with cities in APAC, the 
Americas and LATAM 
using CBRE’s Fit-Out Cost 
Guides for those regions.
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Abidjan 1.66

Stuttgart 1.20

Frankfurt 1.20

Zagreb 0.65

Sofia 0.47

WARNING  
This multiplier is for estimating construction costs only. Technology, furniture and professional fees should be calculated differently using the data provided in this guide.

Cost data for each location is collected in local currency and then converted to Euro’s based on an August 2016 exchange rate. Particular high volatility in currency 
exchange rate fluctuations is expected in 2016/17, therefore please contact the CBRE GWS Cost Consultancy team if local currency costs are required.

FIT-OUT COST RADAR BUILD YOUR BUDGET MATRIX
COUNTRY CITY

CAT B
AGILE

C / SQ M 

FURNITURE
TRADITONAL
C /  SQ M

FURNITURE
AGILE

C /  SQ M
SECURITY
C /  SQ M

AV
C /  SQ M FEES

IT
C / SQ M 

CON-
TIN-

GENCY

TRADTIONAL 
FIT-OUT TOTAL

C /  SQ M

AGILE 
FIT-OUT TOTAL

C /  SQ M

Select location Determine specification Select traditional or agile layout and specification level  
(includes allowance for install, logistics and import tax) 

Security benchmark 
(includes allowance 

for import tax)

Select specification level 
(includes allowance  

for import tax)

Apply 
%

Select specification 
(includes allowance  

for import tax)

Apply 
% Range Range

LOW MED HIGH LOW MED HIGH LOW MED HIGH LOW, MEDIUM & HIGH LOW MED HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH

Angola Luanda 1,045 1,422 2,074 95+ 130+ 210+ 115+ 160+ 240+ 50+ 100+ 150+ 280+ 23% 60+ 100+ 10% 1,826+ 3,675+ 1,838+ 3,687+

Austria Vienna 571 797 1,173 105 143 231 127 176 264 50 100 150 280 18% 60 100 10% 1,145 2,376 1,166 2,404

Belgium Brussels 525 651 954 104 142 230 126 175 263 50 100 150 280 15% 60 100 10% 1,058 2,037 1,079 2,067

Botswana Gaborone 693 966 1,427 151 207 334 183 254 382 60 120 180 336 20% 72 120 10% 1,440 2,998 1,473 3,042

Bulgaria Sofia 258 379 498 108 148 238 131 182 272 50 100 150 280 13% 60 100 10% 710 1,442 735 1,478

Croatia Zagreb 340 495 708 109 149 240 132 183 275 50 100 150 280 14% 60 100 10% 821 1,722 846 1,756

Czech Republic Prague 326 457 653 105 144 233 128 178 266 50 100 150 280 18% 60 100 10% 825 1,697 850 1,731

Denmark Copenhagen 636 886 1,225 110 150 243 133 185 277 50 100 150 280 21% 60 100 10% 1,267 2,519 1,289 2,549

Egypt Cairo 594 818 1,114 182 250 403 221 307 461 80 160 240 448 15% 96 160 10% 1,399 2,777 1,441 2,836

Ethiopia Addis Ababa 834 1,135 1,676 161 220 355 194 270 406 65 130 195 364 21% 78 130 10% 1,680 3,439 1,714 3,484

Estonia Tallinn 441 604 908 109 150 242 132 184 276 50 100 150 280 13% 60 100 10% 942 1,960 965 1,992

Finland Helsinki 702 972 1,484 114 156 252 138 192 288 50 100 150 280 17% 60 100 10% 1,318 2,788 1,340 2,816

France Paris 683 946 1,389 104 142 230 126 175 263 50 100 150 280 19% 60 100 10% 1,301 2,680 1,321 2,704

Germany Berlin 628 930 1,288 102 140 226 124 172 258 50 100 150 280 23% 60 100 10% 1,266 2,622 1,286 2,648

Germany Frankfurt 635 940 1,301 102 140 226 124 172 258 50 100 150 280 23% 60 100 10% 1,274 2,640 1,295 2,666

Germany Hamburg 647 958 1,327 102 140 226 124 172 258 50 100 150 280 23% 60 100 10% 1,292 2,676 1,312 2,701

Germany Munich 660 977 1,353 102 140 226 124 172 258 50 100 150 280 23% 60 100 10% 1,309 2,711 1,329 2,736

Germany Stuttgart 635 940 1,301 102 140 226 124 172 258 50 100 150 280 23% 60 100 10% 1,274 2,640 1,295 2,666

Ghana Accra 754 1,041 1,576 145 199 321 176 245 367 60 120 180 336 20% 72 120 10% 1,513 3,179 1,544 3,219

Greece Athens 290 385 594 117 161 259 142 198 296 50 100 150 280 16% 60 100 10% 781 1,628 809 1,667

Hungary Budapest 363 511 775 109 150 242 132 184 276 50 100 150 280 14% 60 100 10% 851 1,809 875 1,842

Ireland Dublin 451 595 893 106 145 234 128 178 268 50 100 150 280 11% 60 100 10% 935 1,900 956 1,930

Israel Tel Aviv 433 597 894 133 181 293 160 223 335 56 112 168 314 14% 67 112 10% 999 2,086 1,029 2,127

Italy Milan 482 681 1,018 108 148 238 131 182 272 50 100 150 280 15% 60 100 10% 1,007 2,130 1,030 2,160

Italy Rome 477 674 1,008 106 145 234 128 178 268 50 100 150 280 15% 60 100 10% 999 2,111 1,021 2,141

Ivory Coast Abidjan 878 1,213 1,835 145 199 321 176 245 367 60 120 180 336 23% 72 120 10% 1,719 3,610 1,748 3,647

Kazakhstan Almaty 364 494 729 139 190 307 168 234 350 58 115 173 322 16% 69 115 10% 942 1,942 975 1,988

Kenya Nairobi 802 1,091 1,612 156 213 344 189 262 394 63 125 188 350 21% 75 125 10% 1,618 3,311 1,651 3,355

Kuwait Kuwait 573 788 1,074 127 174 281 154 214 322 53 105 158 294 15% 63 105 10% 1,162 2,282 1,188 2,319

Latvia Riga 411 576 872 109 150 242 132 184 276 50 100 150 280 13% 60 100 10% 905 1,915 928 1,948

Lebanon Beirut 606 834 1,136 165 226 365 200 278 418 73 145 218 406 17% 87 145 10% 1,376 2,722 1,413 2,775

Lithuania Vilnius 436 620 901 109 150 242 132 184 276 50 100 150 280 13% 60 100 10% 936 1,952 959 1,983

COUNTRY CITY
CAT B
AGILE

C / SQ M 

FURNITURE
TRADITONAL
C /  SQ M

FURNITURE
AGILE

C /  SQ M
SECURITY
C /  SQ M

AV
C /  SQ M FEES

IT
C / SQ M 

CON-
TIN-

GENCY

TRADTIONAL 
FIT-OUT TOTAL

C /  SQ M

AGILE 
FIT-OUT TOTAL

C /  SQ M

Select location Determine specification Select traditional or agile layout and specification level  
(includes allowance for install, logistics and import tax) 

Security benchmark 
(includes allowance 

for import tax)

Select specification level 
(includes allowance  

for import tax)

Apply 
%

Select specification 
(includes allowance  

for import tax)

Apply 
% Range Range

LOW MED HIGH LOW MED HIGH LOW MED HIGH LOW, MEDIUM & HIGH LOW MED HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH

Luxembourg Luxembourg 599 851 1,289 105 143 231 127 176 264 50 100 150 280 21% 60 100 10% 1,211 2,589 1,232 2,616

Morocco Casablanca 438 574 798 147 202 326 178 248 372 63 125 188 350 16% 75 125 10% 1,074 2,107 1,108 2,156

Netherlands Amsterdam 435 601 899 104 142 230 126 175 263 50 100 150 280 15% 60 100 10% 943 1,966 965 1,997

Nigeria Abuja 998 1,349 1,921 95+ 130+ 210+ 115+ 160+ 240+ 50+ 100+ 150+ 280+ 23% 60+ 100+ 10% 1,761+ 3,466+ 1,774+ 3,380+

Norway Oslo 730 1,010 1,542 114 156 252 138 192 288 50 100 150 280 19% 60 100 10% 1,377 2,911 1,399 2,938

Oman Muscat 546 751 1,022 126 173 279 153 213 319 53 105 158 294 16% 63 105 10% 1,135 2,232 1,162 2,270

Poland Warsaw 330 479 701 109 150 242 132 184 276 50 100 150 280 12% 60 100 10% 796 1,686 821 1,720

Portugal Lisbon 325 446 667 104 142 230 126 175 263 50 100 150 280 19% 60 100 10% 828 1,725 852 1,759

Qatar Doha 647 891 1,213 125 172 277 152 211 317 53 105 158 294 18% 63 105 10% 1,285 2,516 1,311 2,551

Romania Bucharest 343 428 633 111 151 245 134 186 280 50 100 150 280 19% 60 100 10% 861 1,700 887 1,737

Russia Moscow 460 636 952 138 189 305 167 232 348 63 125 188 350 12% 75 125 10% 1,056 2,205 1,086 2,247

Saudi Arabia Riyadh 621 854 1,163 141 192 311 170 237 355 60 120 180 336 17% 72 120 10% 1,298 2,553 1,329 2,596

Serbia Belgrade 310 389 573 134 184 297 163 226 340 60 120 180 336 19% 72 120 10% 900 1,797 933 1,845

Slovakia Bratislava 350 490 695 109 150 242 132 184 276 50 100 150 280 15% 60 100 10% 841 1,721 865 1,756

South Africa Cape Town 408 746 1,087 142 194 313 171 238 358 60 120 180 336 20% 72 120 10% 1,047 2,517 1,081 2,562

South Africa Johannesburg 398 738 1,076 142 194 313 171 238 358 60 120 180 336 20% 72 120 10% 1,034 2,502 1,068 2,547

Spain Barcelona 399 541 825 108 148 238 131 182 272 50 100 150 280 18% 60 100 10% 923 1,929 947 1,963

Spain Madrid 403 547 834 108 148 238 131 182 272 50 100 150 280 18% 60 100 10% 929 1,941 953 1,975

Sweden Stockholm 715 985 1,479 112 153 248 136 189 283 50 100 150 280 18% 60 100 10% 1,344 2,799 1,365 2,826

Switzerland Geneva 784 1,151 1,604 110 150 243 133 185 277 50 100 150 280 23% 60 100 10% 1,489 3,077 1,509 3,102

Switzerland Zurich 825 1,160 1,631 110 150 243 133 185 277 50 100 150 280 23% 60 100 10% 1,545 3,114 1,565 3,139

Turkey Istanbul 411 589 810 120 164 266 145 202 304 54 107 161 300 16% 64 107 10% 958 1,951 985 1,989

UAE Abu Dhabi 621 855 1,164 125 172 277 152 211 317 53 105 158 294 18% 63 105 10% 1,251 2,452 1,277 2,488

UAE Dubai 647 891 1,213 125 172 277 152 211 317 53 105 158 294 18% 63 105 10% 1,285 2,515 1,311 2,551

Uganda Kampala 749 1,057 1,570 156 213 344 189 262 394 63 125 188 350 21% 75 125 10% 1,546 3,256 1,579 3,300

UK Aberdeen 411 560 815 106 145 234 128 178 268 50 100 150 280 15% 60 100 10% 915 1,865 938 1,897

UK Belfast 360 490 698 106 145 234 128 178 268 50 100 150 280 15% 60 100 10% 850 1,715 874 1,749

UK Glasgow 444 607 865 106 145 234 128 178 268 50 100 150 280 15% 60 100 10% 957 1,929 980 1,960

UK London 538 739 1,097 106 145 234 128 178 268 50 100 150 280 15% 60 100 10% 1,078 2,225 1,099 2,253

UK Manchester 408 557 812 106 145 234 128 178 268 50 100 150 280 15% 60 100 10% 911 1,861 934 1,893

Ukraine Kiev 308 435 685 114 155 251 137 191 287 50 100 150 280 14% 60 100 10% 786 1,707 813 1,743

Zambia Lusaka 650 914 1,370 156 213 344 189 262 394 63 125 188 350 20% 75 125 10% 1,403 2,963 1,438 3,010
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